Two questions on the topology of compact energy surfaces of natural two degrees of freedom Hamiltonian systems in a magnetic field are discussed. We show that the topology of this 3-manifold (if it is not a unit tangent bundle) is uniquely determined by the Euler characteristic of the accessible region in configuration space. In this class of 3-manifolds for most cases there does not exist a transverse and complete Poincaré section. We show that there are topological obstacles for its existence such that only in the cases of S 1 × S 2 and T 3 such a Poincaré section can exist.
Introduction
The question of the topology of the energy surface of Hamiltonian systems was already treated in the 20's by Birkhoff and Hotelling [8, 9] . Birkhoff proposed the "streamline analogy" [3] , i.e. the idea that the flow of a Hamiltonian system on the 3-manifold could be viewed as the streamlines of an incompressible fluid evolving in this manifold. Extending the work of Poincaré [14] he noted that it might be difficult to find a transverse Poincaré section which is complete (i.e. for which every streamline starting from the surface of section returns to it) [1] . Hotelling classified some of the topologies of energy surfaces with two degrees of freedom. 1970 Smale initiated the study of "Topology and Mechanics" [16] from the modern point of view. This work had a great influence and stimulated a lot of research especially in the Russian school of mathematics, see e.g. [7, 11, 13, 4, 18, 10] .
We want to take the present knowledge about the topology of energy surfaces of natural Hamiltonian systems and return to the question of Birkhoff about the existence of transverse and complete Poincaré surfaces of section. The list of topologies of natural Hamiltonian systems is in principle known, but here we collect the results we need and give a proof using Heegard splittings which explicitly constructs an embedding of the split halves of our "manifold of streamlines" into R 3 . With the help of the computer it is possible to create a realistic picture of Birkhoffs "streamline analogy" using our result. In the second part the list of topologies of energy surfaces is compared to the list of manifolds that can have a complete and transverse Poincaré section, i.e. which admit the structure of a bundle over S 1 with a Riemann surface as a fiber. In [6] we already noted that there can be topological obstacles for the existence of a transverse and complete Poincaré section. We now show that in the class of all energy surfaces of natural Hamiltonian systems (possibly with a magnetic field) there can only exist a transverse and complete Poincaré section if the 3-manifold is a direct product of S 2 or T 2 with S 1 .
Topology of Energy Surfaces
Consider a natural time independent Hamiltonian system with two degrees of freedom in a magnetic field. The smooth and orientable two dimensional configuration space is denoted by Q. The system is described by the Lagrangian on the tangent bundle T Q given by
with a positive definite matrix T (q), potential V (q) and vector potential A(q). Since det T = 0 the momenta are p = ∂L/∂q and the Legendre transformation to T * Q gives the Hamiltonian
If Q is compact it is a Riemann surface R 2 g whose genus we denote by g, otherwise Q is the Euclidean plane R 2 or a cylinder R 1 × S 1 . The accessible region Q h in Q for fixed energy H = h is the set of points in Q for which the potential energy does not exceed the total energy
which we assume to be compact. Each connected component of Q h can be treated separately. The ovals of zero velocity withq = 0 or equivalently V (q) = h are the boundaries of Q h , if any. The number of ovals of zero velocity, i.e. the number of disjoint components of ∂Q h is denoted by d. By abuse of language we denote the parts of Q which are excluded from Q h by the ovals of zero velocity as "holes" in Q.
The energy surface
is compact because Q h is assumed to be compact. By this assumption we have d > 0 for Q = R 2 and d > 1 for Q = R × S 1 . In the following we will include the cases of non-compact Q into the case of Q ≃ S 2 because a disc with d − 1 holes (not counting the outer boundary of the disc) is homeomorphic to a sphere with d holes, similarly for a cylinder with d − 2 holes. Therefore the topology of E h only depends on the genus g of Q and on the number of ovals of zero velocity d of Q h . Note that Q h is the projection of E h onto Q.
The case of d = 0, i.e. the motion on a compact Riemann surface Q = R 2 g (with sufficiently high energy h > V (q) everywhere) almost by definition (4) has an energy surface homeomorphic to the unit tangent bundle of R 
Proposition 1
The topology of the energy surface E h of a two degree of freedom Hamiltonian system is determined by the Euler characteristic χ of the accessible region of configuration space Q h if there is at least one oval of zero velocity.
Our proof is elementary and constructive: We embed Q in R 3 and attach ellipses of possible velocity to every point of Q h . Cutting these velocity ellipses we obtain a Heegard splitting of E h from which the topology of E h is determined.
Since Q is an orientable Riemann surface it can be embedded in R 3 :
In the Lagrangian (1) we now choose r as global coordinates with the additional constraint F (r) = 0. The energy functionẼ(q,q) on T Q is given bỹ
and similarly
whereT | Q = T (q) andṼ | Q = V (q) and the tildes are omitted in the following. The reason for treating everything on T Q instead of T * Q is that the linear terms in the momenta in the Hamiltonian due to the vector potential A are not present if the energy is treated as a function of the velocitiesq. Moreover, note that with nonvanishing A on the boundary of Q h we have zero velocityq but not zero momentum p.
With E(r,ṙ) we have an embedding of E h into Euclidean space R 6 given by
Following Birkhoff, Hotelling and Smale [2, 8, 9, 16] the energy surface is constructed by attaching circles in velocity space to every point in the (accessible) configuration space Q h . This gives a fiber bundle with base Q h and fiber S 1 where the fiber is contracted to a point on ∂Q h . In our embedding this means to take any point r on Q ⊂ R 3 and to calculate the remaining kinetic energy h − V (r). Outside Q h it is negative, on the boundary it is zero and inside of Q h it is positive. In the latter case the possible velocities are given by ṙ, Tṙ = 2(h − V (r)). The constraint ensures thatṙ is in the tangent plane of F (r) = 0 at r. Therefore the possible velocities are located on an ellipse in the tangent plane.
In order to cut the velocity ellipses at every point we need a device to fix a zero position on this S 1 , i.e. we want to construct a global section for the fiber bundle. This global section can be constructed with the help of a nowhere vanishing vector field ξ on Q h . On a Riemann surface Q of genus g = 1 there does not exist a vector field ξ without equilibrium points. If, however, there are holes (or punctures) in the Riemann surface we can construct ξ on it, such that the restriction to Q h is without singularities, essentially by moving the singularities into the hole(s). Note that at this point the assumption d > 0 is necessary (except for the case of Q = T 2 ). Let ξ(r) be specified in the embedding in R 3 such that ξ(r), F r = 0. Denote by N(r) the normal vector of the surface F (r) = 0. Using ξ(r) every nonzero velocity ellipse can be cut into two halves specified by N(r), ξ(r) ×ṙ ≥ 0 and N(r), ξ(r) ×ṙ ≤ 0, the two halves joining at the place where ξ andṙ are (anti)-parallel. In this way we cut E h into two topological equivalent pieces
such that
The two pieces can be embedded into R 3 in the following way. Each half of the velocity ellipse is parametrized by the scalar product ξ(r),ṙ . The embedding is defined by
where α is a sufficiently small constant in order for M to be a homeomorphism.
The two solid handle-bodies M(E + h ) and M(E − h ) coincide in R 3 and define a Heegard splitting of E h [15, 17, 5] : Their boundaries M(∂E h ± ) have to be identified to reobtain E h . The most important point is that the gluing homeomorphism from M(∂E h + ) to M(∂E h − ) is the identity map, as is obvious from our construction. The topology of E h is therefore completely determined by the topology of M(E ± h ), which in turn is determined by its boundary ∂M(E
The solid handle-body M(E ± h ) can be thought of as a "thickened" Q h because it is obtained by attaching small intervals in the direction of the normal to every interior point, while the interval is contracted to a point on the ovals of zero velocity ∂Q h . The boundary B of the solid handle-body is obtained by deleting all the interior points of the attached intervals. The resulting Riemann surface is obtained from two copies of Q h (corresponding to the two endpoints of each interval) glued together along the ovals of zero velocity ∂Q h . Analogous to the construction of the energy surface as a bundle over Q h with fiber S 1 we can think of B as a bundle over Q h with fiber S 0 (i.e. two points) where the two points are identified on ∂Q h . Q h is determined by the genus of Q and the number of holes d. The Euler characteristic χ of Q h is 2 − 2g − d because every hole removes one triangle from the triangulation of R 2 g which decreases χ by one [15] . To calculate χ(B) we just double χ(Q h ) because gluing two holes (i.e. triangles) leaves χ unchanged:
such that we obtain 2g But for larger b we obtain a nontrivial equivalence of energy surfaces for systems on different configuration spaces. The first example of nontrivial equivalence is obtained for g = 0, d = 3, i.e. a sphere with three holes, which topologically gives the same energy surface as for g = 1, d = 1, i.e. a torus with one hole. The former system can be realized, e.g., by certain spinning tops while the latter occurs, e.g., in the double pendulum [6] . Note that the Q h in these examples are not homeomorphic to each other, even though their Euler characteristic is the same. Most notably for the spinning top Q h can be mapped to R 2 while for the double pendulum this is impossible.
Our next task is to show that if χ(Q h ) is different for two energy surfaces then they are not homeomorphic and to actually determine the topology of E h . The result is well known, in principle, because it follows from the Heegard splittings obtained above, see e.g. [15, 17, 5] : We nevertheless give an elementary argument for the cases we need.
Proposition 2 Let there be at least one oval of zero velocity in Q h and denote the Euler characteristic by χ(Q h ) = 1 − b. For b = 0 the energy surface E h is homeomorphic to S 3 . For b > 0 E h is homeomorphic to the connected sum of b copies of
We choose the simplest case g = 0 which allows for all possible b. Since d > 0 we can map the accessible region Q h of the sphere S 2 to the Euclidean plane. The resulting disc D 2 has b = d − 1 holes. An example can be constructed by considering H = p 2 /2+V (r) (z = 0, p z = 0), with b distinct points r i and V (r) = r 2 + 1/|r −r i | For all b we have N(r) = (0, 0, 1) and can, e.g., take ξ(r) = (0, 1, 0) as a vector field, such that ξ,ṙ =ẏ. For this special choice of ξ we actually think of M(E ± h ) as a projection of E h into the Euclidean space (x, y,ẏ), which produces a double cover in the interior because the sign ofẋ is lost.
For b = 0 Q h is a disc D 2 and attaching the intervals of allowedẏ at fixed r (corresponding to each half of the ellipse of possible velocities) we obtain a ball 
Nonexistence of complete transverse Poincaré sections
With the complete list of topologies of compact energy surfaces of natural Hamiltonian systems with two degrees of freedom at hand we now want to show that in all cases except S 1 × S 2 and T 3 a complete transverse Poincaré section is impossible.
Using the result of the last section we see that the two exceptions are obtained from Q h that contain S 1 as a trivial factor, i.e., for
Let the Poincarè section be defined by a smooth function S(q, p) = 0 on phase space. The surface of section Σ h is obtained by restriction to the energy surface,
If there are more than one component each of them can be treated separately. Excluding cases with critical points, Σ h is a Riemann surface of arbitrary genus embedded in E h . The equations of motion are given by the Poisson bracketḞ = {F, H}. The surface of section is transversal to the flow iḟ
Then the Poincarè map P :
where g t denotes the Hamiltonian flow and τ (q, p) is the first return time. We assume that the section is transverse and Σ-complete [6] , i.e., that every orbit starting on Σ h returns to Σ h and therefore τ is finite and P is well defined on all of Σ h . A Poincaré section with these properties will be called complete and transverse in the following. The Poincaré map P has degree one due to the existence and uniqueness of the solutions of the differential equation which connects preimage and image by an integral curve. Hence E h has the structure of a fiber bundle with base S 1 and fiber Σ h [5] . Let φ be in S 1 . For every base point φ the fiber consists of all points g φτ (q,p)/2π (q, p) such that (q, p) ∈ Σ h for φ = 0. The converse formulation is that given the Poincaré mapping the energy surface can be obtained by a suspension into a flow which automatically creates the structure of fiber bundle with base S 1 and fiber Σ h .
In [6] we have shown that for E h ≃ S 3 the existence of a transverse section is in contradiction with Liouville's preservation of phase space volume. In the following we use different arguments based on the above bundle structure to treat the general case.
Proposition 3 A complete transverse Poincaré section for a natural two degree of freedom Hamiltonian system can only exist for energy surfaces homeomorphic to S 1 × S 2 or T 3 . If it exists it can only be realized by the trivial bundle.
Let us assume there exists a complete transverse section in E h . This implies that E h admits the structure of a fiber bundle with base S 1 and fiber Σ h
as already explained. Let us consider the exact homotopy sequence of this bundle:
which implies
and therefore
If E h is a direct product with S 1 this is obviously possible because π 1 (M × N) = π 1 (M) × π 1 (N). For the energy surface S 1 × S 2 and T 3 we have the trivial bundles as a possible solution.
For all other energy surfaces of natural system the bundle structure (16) is impossible. We first treat the cases with ovals of zero velocities. Because π 1 (S 3 ) = id (19) can not hold because id does not have a nontrivial subgroup. Therefore the energy surface S 3 does not admit the bundle structure (16) and therefore does not admit a complete transverse section. For all the other cases of energy surfaces where there are ovals of zero velocity in Q h we have b ≥ 1 and
i.e., π 1 is a free group with b generators. Every subgroup of a free group is a free group, so by (19) π 1 (Σ h ) must be a free group. But Σ h is a Riemann surface R 2 s of arbitrary genus s and π 1 of any Riemann surface never is a free group for s > 0 [5] , which gives us a contradiction. For s = 0 we have π 1 (S 2 ) = id and (18) gives π 1 (E h ) = Z, which contradicts (20) because b ≥ 2.
We now turn to energy surface obtained from Q h without ovals of zero velocity. If Q = Q h = S 2 we have E h ≃ RP 3 and π 1 (RP 3 ) = Z 2 is a finite group so that similar to the case of S 3 equation (19) can not be fulfilled. For Q = Q h = T 2 we have already seen that E h = T 3 admits a complete transverse section. The remaining cases are the energy surface obtained from Q = Q h = R 2 g with g > 1, i.e., the corresponding unit tangent bundles. These energy surfaces already carry a bundle structure, but with base R 2 g and fiber
as opposed to the required structure for a complete transverse section in (16) with
Denote each of the unit tangent bundles described by (21) by U and each of the manifolds admitting a complete transverse Poincaré section by P . We now show that G u = π 1 (U) and G p = π 1 (P ) are different for any choice of U and P . The method of proof is inspired by [19] . Let us first treat the cases with s ≥ 2. As usual for any group G denote by C(G) is center and by [G, G] its commutant. Now U and P are different because
contains at least an infinite cyclic group. In (18) we observed that G p contains a normal subgroup G
. In particular the factor group is commutative. Since the commutant is a minimal normal subgroup such that the corresponding factor group is commutative we have [G p , G p ] ∈ G ′ p . But the fundamental group of a Riemann surface has no center, i.e., C(G Consider the group G u now (see, e.g., [5] ). It can be represented as the group generated by a 1 , b 1 , . . . , a g , b g with the following relations:
1. Let α be the Euler number of the unit tangent bundle U. Then
In our case α is just the Euler characteristic χ = 2 − 2g.
2. z commutes with any element of the group G u . In particular z α belongs to C(G u ).
But it is easily seen from the first relation that
α as stated in (24). Therefore we have shown that the fundamental groups are different, so the manifolds U and P are also different. Now we have to consider the case of s = 0, 1, i.e. where the surface of section Σ h is S 2 or T 2 . In the case of the torus π 1 (P ) can be generated by three generators a, b, and z with the relations ab = ba zaz
where φ is some automorphism of the fundamental group of T 2 , i.e., the commutative subgroup generated by a and b. It follows from this that the 1-homology group has at least one generator of infinite order and no more than 3 generators. But the corresponding homology group for U has more than 3 generators (g ≥ 2). In the case of the sphere as a surface of section the first homology group of P is Z so the same argument holds as for T 2 , which concludes the proof that for the unit tangent bundles of R 2 g with g ≥ 2 there does not exist a complete transverse section. Finally we show that for the cases E h = S 1 × S 2 and E h = T 3 where a complete transverse section exists it can only be constructed from the trivial bundle with Σ h = S 2 resp. Σ h = T 2 . Recall that in both cases π 1 (E h ) is commutative. Now both manifolds can not be realized as S 1 bundles with base R 2 g , g ≥ 2, because the homotopy group of this bundle contains the non commutative homotopy group of the base R 2 g as a subgroup, see (19) . In the case of E h ≃ T 3 we have π 1 (E h ) = Z 3 . But as already mentioned the homology group of the Σ h = S 2 bundle over S 1 has only one generator, so that the only possibility is with Σ h = T 2 . Moreover, we must have φ = id in (26) in order to obtain Z 3 . Therefore the Poincaré section must be obtained from the trivial bundle. For E h ≃ S 1 × S 2 we have π 1 (E h ) = Z. But the homotopy group of the S 1 bundle of Σ h = T 2 contains π 1 (Σ h ) = Z 2 as a subgroup so the only possibility is with Σ h = S 2 . Finally the only orientable S 2 bundle over S 1 is the trivial bundle. 2
Discussion
The difficulty in establishing a complete transverse section was already noted by Birkhoff [1] , who required a coordinate transformation to exist, which globally introduces an angle φ in E h and moreover thatφ = 0. We were not dealing with the second requirement here. Instead we have shown that there are topological obstacles for the existence of such an angle in most energy surfaces, independently of the dynamics. We established the nonexistence of complete transverse sections in most cases. For the question of existence in the exceptional cases E h ≃ S 1 × S 2 or T 3 the dynamical system has to be considered, i.e. Birkhoffs second condition has to be checked. This additional condition makes it difficult to find complete transverse sections even in the two special cases. In [6] we have shown that for time reversal Hamiltonians trans-verse sections that are time reversal symmetric are impossible. The only examples of complete transverse sections (except for a trivial time periodic forcing which we are not considering here) we know of, have a strong vector potential A(q) breaking the time reversal symmetry (of course their Q h must be a torus or a cylinder) [6] . These considerations have been our motivation to drop the requirement of transversality and instead try to construct Poincaré sections that are complete, see [6] . We suspect that it is impossible to find a transverse and complete Poincaré section for a natural time reversible Hamiltonian system.
